


The area proposed for the ditribution line of approximately 1.6km is  located within the Schmidtdrift Thornveld Vegetation type. The area 

topography can be difined with undulating plains with ridges and hills.  The distribition line proposed will however be located on fairly flat area. 

alignment.

There are no surface water courses applicable along the proposed distribution line.  A non-pirenial drainage line is located east of the distribution

No residential areas is located within the project area.  Vegetation cover include the presence of invader trees.  Some Witgat trees 

can be find in the area, however none along the line alignment.
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No streams nor any significant drainage lines are present along the proposed distribution line alignment.

The distribution line falls within the Lithosols soil class (shallow soils on hard or weathering rock).

The area is represented by undulating plains, within the plains are associated dolerite sills forming -  
ridges and slopes of koppies.  Rock and boulder covered slopes mainly consitute stony Mispah and gravel-rich soil types (Mucina & -

Rutherforf, 2016)The alingnment is however fairly flat and no impacts is foreseen -
(see attached elevation maps)

None

A small non-pirenial drainage line is located on the east of the line at the end point.

No impacts are foreseen.

No impact is foreseen on soil conditions.

Plain

Selective bush clearance must be implimented to avoid possibility of soil erosion.



The vegetation type is considered least Threatened.  No protected trees are located within the alignment, 
however should any Witgat trees need to be removed, permit application through DAFF will be required.

Vegetation type - Schmidtsdrift Thornveld

The Schmidtsdrift Thornveld is characterised by closed shrubby thornveld. The site is dominated by trees, Black Thorn, Haak-en-Steek, Witgat - trees can also be observed.
NC Biodiversity plan identify the line as being in both a Critical Biodiversity and Ecological Support Areas (see biodiversity map attached).  

Small mammals can be expected in the area, including terrestrial rodents, and shrews.  Larger mammals will also be present.

No significant impacts foreseen, as the distribution line is of small magnitude, construction will be of short duration.

No specific mitigation measures is required.  It is however recommended that bush clearance be kept to a minimum.

None

No residential areas are located within the visinity of the project.  The distribution line is proposed on farm land.



The distribution line will be located within an area covered by trees serving as natural screen.  There are further no residential areas in close 

proximity to the line.  The R385 road is more than a kilometer east from the line.

No visual impacts is foreseen.

Natural (greenfield)

The area do not present any specific land use, and is described as undesturbed natural.

N/A

Should any of the above be identified during construction the project must stop and environmental officer must be notified.

Environmental Screening report submitted on SAHRIS for comment.

None



No significant impacts are foreseen, the line is relatively short (1.6km).

None

No commercial landuses are applicable.

No impact.

No impacts.

Along the proposed line route there are no infrastructure, exept for informal farm access tracks.

At the start point an existing farm stread is located.

None



Note that a environmental screening assessment was submitted on SAHRIS, 21 August 2020.







Should any protected tree species be affected, prior permit application must be submitted to DAFF for approval.

Bush clearance must be kept to a minimum to mitigate against soil erosio.








